Expected Behavior for Perry Hill Lunch/Cafetorium

**Respect:**
Enter quietly and follow instructions
Be polite and courteous
Use good manners and appropriate language

**Responsibility:**
Bring all personal belongings to cafetorium
Clean up area after lunch
Raise your hand and ask permission before leaving your seat

**Safety:**
Walk at all times
Stay in your place in the lunch line
Eat your own food

Expected Behavior for Perry Hill Recess

**Respect:**
Play fair, share, and respect school’s equipment
Treat everyone with respect and kindness (Include peers in activities)
Use appropriate language

**Responsibility:**
Line up quietly when signal is given
Bring in all belongings at the end of recess
Return all recess equipment to proper location

**Safety:**
Use equipment appropriately
Keep hands and feet to yourself

Expected Behavior for Perry Hill Assemblies

**Respect:**
Enter and exit cafetorium quietly
Sit still and be a polite listener
Respond appropriately to performers and presenters

**Responsibility:**
Keep appropriate personal space
Follow directions

**Safety:**
Keep hands and feet to yourself
Expected Behavior for Perry Hill Hallways/Stairwells

Respect:
Move quietly
Respect the students who are learning in the classroom
Use appropriate behavior and language

Responsibility:
Go directly to your destination in a timely manner
Always have a hall pass

Safety:
Walk at an appropriate pace and take one step at a time on the stairs
Stay to the right
Keep hands and feet to yourself

Expected Behavior for Perry Hill Lockers

Respect:
Gather and return personal belongings quietly
Be aware of your locker space without interfering with your peer’s space

Responsibility:
Go directly to your locker at assigned time and return promptly back to your classroom
Remember locker combination and keep them private
Keep lockers clean and organized without anything hung or stuck to the outside

Safety:
Use lockers properly and lock when done

Expected Behavior for Perry Hill Lavatories

Respect:
Maintain privacy and personal space
Keep area clean
Place all paper towels in garbage cans

Responsibility:
Go directly to the bathroom and return back to your classroom promptly

Safety:
Walk carefully
Wash hands with soap
Report unsafe conditions immediately
Expected Behavior for Perry Hill Technology Room

Respect:
Walk into Technology Room quietly, sit at assigned computer, and listen for instructions
Keep personal information private
Keep all objects away from the screens

Responsibility:
Remember to log in and out of computer
Stay on approved websites
Report computer problems to teacher immediately

Safety:
Handle all computer property carefully
Keep food and drink out of the room

Expected Behavior for Perry Hill Dismissal

Respect:
Remain seated and listen attentively to announcements
Move quietly throughout the hallways

Responsibility:
Organize materials and place chair on desk
Make sure you have all personal items that need to be brought home
Go directly to your destination

Safety:
Walk at an appropriate pace and take one step at a time on the stairs
Keep hands and feet to yourself